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AMBBird_FOREST-Woodpecker Dove Calm Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Various birds sing and a woodpecker drums during daytime in a forest. Doves and insects and falling forest debris heard at 
times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birds Crow Insects Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Various birds sing in a forest during daytime. Doves, crows and insects heard occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Wren Dove Insect Humm Wind Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Light wind blows in a forest. Nearby wren song and humming insects heard throughout. A dove coos occasionally.

AMBBird_FOREST-Finch Canada Goose Dove Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A nearby finch song is heard in a Forest. Multiple Canada goose fly and call from a distant lake.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birds Waterfowl Cuckoo Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A red-throated diver calls during flight. Cuckoo and various birdsongs heard throughout.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birds Crane Insects Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Distant cranes calls heard from a nearby lake in a northern forest. Various birds sing throughout during evening.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birds Call Woodpecker Drum Wind Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A gentle wind passes through trees while several birds sing. Woodpecker calls and drums heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Bird Activity Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Multiple birds sing throughout in a northern forest at dawn. Birds flying by heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Various Distant Birds Cuckoo Close Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Various cuckoo calls heard nearby while in distance several birds sing during morning hours.

AMBBird_FOREST-Goldcrest Finch Insect Humm Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Several birdsongs heard throughout during morning hours. Insect hums and cuckoo calls heard occasionally. 

AMBBird_FOREST-Great Tit Wren Woodcock Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Several birdsongs heard throughout at dawn. A woodcocks movement and calls heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Wren Blackbird Calm Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A nearby wren and blackbird song is heard in a forest during morning hours.

AMBBird_FOREST-Blackbird Woodcock Breeze Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A blackbirds alarm call heard throughout during a gentle breeze in a northern forest. A woodcocks call heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Various Birds Starling Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Starlings call heard close by while distant birds sing throughout.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Birds Finch Great Tit Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A finch and a great tit sing throughout during a calm morning. Insects flying by heard occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Dove Woodpecker Drum Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Various birds sing throughout. A drumming woodpecker and cooing doves heard occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Insects Fox Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Several birds sing and call throughout. A screaming fox heard at times.
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AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Loon Dove Fly By Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Several birds and doves calling throughout. Flying birds and croaking loons heard at times.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Diver Loon Seagull Birds Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Near by birds and distant seagulls calling throughout. Divers and insects heard at times.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Blackbird Great Tit Insects Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Multiple birds sing throughout near a Lake. Water splashes and insects passing heard occasionally.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Diver Loon Various Birds Insects Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Red-Throated Diver and loons call near by a lake. Distant birds sing throughout.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Birds Crane Seagull Fish Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Various birds sing near a lake. Seagulls and cranes heard occasionally. Water splashes heard at times.

AMBBird_LAKESIDE-Sandpiper Call Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Close sandpiper calls at a lake throughout. Distant bird songs heard from a nearby forest at dusk.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Close Crane Call Distant Birds Sing Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A single crane calls multiple times nearby. Background birdsongs heard throughout.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Close Crane Walk Distant Birds Sing Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Crane walks around boglands. Footsteps heard throughout. Distant birds sing.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Birds Activity Canada Goose Seagull Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Seagulls and Canada goose calling near boglands throughout. Various birds and black grouse heard in background.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Birdsong Waterfowl Calm Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Singing birds heard during a calm morning near a swamp. Diver calls at times.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Birds Willow Great Tit Calm Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Multiple birds sing during daytime near boglands. Distant cooing of doves heard occasionally.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Blackbird Cuckoo Insects Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Several singing birds and a cuckoo heard throughout near by a marsh. Insects fly by occasionally.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Red-Throated Diver Woodpecker Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A red-throated diver and a woodpecker heard near a swamp at noon. A loon calls and water splashes occasionally.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Red-Throated Diver Various Birds Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A red-throated diver and several bird songs heard near a swamp at dawn. 

AMBForst_FOREST-Bats Wind Night_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A light wind blows through a mixed forest at night. Bat clicks and flybys heard at times.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Nightjar Bats Various Birds Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Nightjar and blackbirds heard throughout in a forest near a swamp at dusk. Single crane calls.

AMBForst_FOREST-Birds Breeze Insects Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Goldcrests call and Insects hum during a breeze in a forest at noon.
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AMBForst_FOREST-Finch Black Grouse Forest Breeze Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Finch and black grouse call occasionally. Falling forest debris and rustling leaves heard throughout.

AMBBird_FOREST-Blackbird Cuckoo Crane Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Blackbird song and humming insects heard throughout. Crane, cuckoo, finch calls at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Cuckoo Wolves Pups Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Cuckoo calls throughout in a forest at dusk. Howling wolf pack including pups heard at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Birds Insects Calm Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Various birds calling in a forest at noon. Insects passing by heard at times.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birds Hawks Insects Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Nesting hawks calling and insects heard throughout in a forest at noon. Various birds heard in background.

AMBBird_FOREST-Birds Goldcrest Insects Calm Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Goldcrests call in a mixed forest during morning. Flying insects passing by heard at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Wolves Howl Owl Night_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Owl calls throughout in a forest at night. Distant howling wolfpack heard at times.

AMBForst_FOREST-Woodcock Calm Night_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Woodcocks and a distant nightjar heard at times during a calm night in a forest.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Various Birds Crow Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Various birds calling throughout near a field at noon. Crows and insects heard at times.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Birds Dove Crow Cuckoo Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Multiple birds sing near a field at dawn. Crows and doves heard at times.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Birds Dove Wing Clap Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Birds singing and Doves cooing heard throughout near a clearing in the morning. A deer barks and a birds wing claps at times.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Birds Cuckoo Wild Horse Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Several birds sing near rangelands. A whinnying wild horse and cranes heard at times.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Bird Activity Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A countless number of birds sing near grasslands during morning hours. An owls call heard at times.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Dawn Chorus Woodcock Cuckoo Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Various birds sing near rangelands at dawn. A woodcock and cuckoo heard at times.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Close Deer Bark Dove Birds Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Close barking deer and cooing doves heard occasionally at dawn. Various birds sing throughout.

AMBBird_GRASSLANDS-Birds Cuckoo Deer Bark Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Various birds and cuckoo call throughout during morning hours. A barking deer heard occasionally.

AMBGras_GRASSLANDS-Owl Nocturnal Birds Calm Night_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav An owl calls during night near a field. A nightjar and red throated diver heard at times.
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AMBGras_GRASSLANDS-Birds Crickets Wind Midday V1_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A breeze blows through grasslands during a warm noon. Crickets, doves and various birds heard throughout.

AMBGras_GRASSLANDS-Birds Crickets Wind Midday V2_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A light wind blows through grasslands during a warm noon. Crickets and various birds heard throughout. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Birds Cuckoo Canada Goose Activity Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Close cuckoo and distant flying Canada goose calling near a lake at dusk. Insects and other birds heard in the background.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Lapwing Nightjar Night V1_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Nightjars and lapwings heard calling near a swamp at night.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Lapwing Nightjar Night V2_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Lapwings and nightjars heard calling near a swamp at night.

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Birdsong Insects Calm Evening V1_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A blackbirds evening song echoes through boglands at dusk. Humming insects heard throughout. 

AMBBird_WETLANDS-Birdsong Insects Calm Evening V2_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Several birds sing near boglands during evening hours. Humming insects heard throughout.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Trickle Birds Waterhen Insects Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A waterhen calls near a swamp at noon. Nearby trickle and insects heard throughout.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Nightjar Breeze Night_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A nightjar churrs near a marsh at night. Wing claps heard at times.

AMBSwmp_WETLANDS-Snipe Owl Nocturnal Birds Night_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Various nocturnal birds call near boglands at night. Woodcocks and owls heard occasionally.

AMBForst_FOREST-Birds Single Wolf Howls Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Evening songs of various birds heard near a forest. A single wolf howls occasionally.

ANMLDog_WOLF-Wolves Howl Close Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Howling wolves heard nearby in a forest during dusk.

ANMLDog_WOLF-Wolves Howl Close Breeze Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Howling wolves heard nearby in a forest during dusk while a light breeze passes through trees.

ANMLInsc_GRASSLANDS-Cicadas Crickets Owl Night V1_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Crickets, cicadas and calls of scops owls heard throughout during nighttime.

ANMLInsc_GRASSLANDS-Cicadas Crickets Owl Night V2_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Crickets and cicadas buzz and chirp throughout. Distant calls of scops owls heard occasionally.

ANMLInsc_GRASSLANDS-Cicadas Crickets Eagles Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Crickets and cicadas buzz and chirp throughout. Distant calls of eagles heard occasionally.

ANMLInsc_GRASSLANDS-Cicadas Crickets Owl Close Night_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Crickets and cicadas buzz and chirp throughout. Close calls of scops owls heard at times.
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ANMLInsc_GRASSLANDS-Cicadas Crickets Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Crickets and cicadas buzz and chirp throughout during nighttime.

ANMLInsc_FOREST-Various Crickets Breeze Night_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Multiple types of crickets chirp at night. A light breeze moves through a nearby forest.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Bird Activity Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Multiple birdsongs heard near a forest at dawn.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Various Birds Dawn Chorus Morning V1_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Close Blackbird calls in a forest at dawn. Various bird songs heard in distance.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Various Birds Dawn Chorus Morning V2_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Close songs of various birds heard near a forest at dawn. Blackbird in focus.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Single Blackbird Song Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Single blackbird song resounds through a nearby forest at dusk.

BIRDSong_GRASSLANDS-Blackbird Various Birds Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Close blackbird calls near a field at dawn. Various birds heard in distance.

BIRDSong_LAKESIDE-Bird Activity Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A blackbirds song in focus. Multiple birds sing from a nearby lake at dawn.

BIRDSong_FOREST-Loon Seagull Bird Activity Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Nearby loons and seagulls call at times. Background birdsongs heard throughout.

BIRDSong_GRASSLANDS-Various Birds Dawn Chorus Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Close blackbird and various other birds sing from a nearby field at dawn.

BIRDSong_WETLANDS-Wren Distant Trickle Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Two wrens defend their territory with alarm calls. Distant trickles can be heard throughout.

MOVEInsc_WETLANDS-Swamp Flies Mosquitos Distant Trickle Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Several flying insects hum and drone at a canyon swamp. A distant trickle heard throughout. 

RAINVege_FOREST-Deciduous Forest Birds Midday V1_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Strong rain, accompanied by multiple singing birds heard in a deciduous forest.

RAINVege_LAKESIDE-Shimmer Birds Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Rain ripples nearby a lake. Several birds heard occasionally.

RAINVege_FOREST-Deciduous Forest Birds Midday V2_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Moderate rain, accompanied by multiple singing birds heard in a deciduous forest.

RAINVege_GRASSLANDS-Mixed Forest Puddle Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Rain ripples on a puddle in a mixed forest. Several birds heard occasionally.

STORM_THUNDERSTORM-Forest Light Rain Multiple Thunder Claps Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Several thunder impacts heard at times while its lightly raining in a forest. Birdsongs heard occasionally.
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STORM_THUNDERSTORM-Forest Rain Single Thunder Clap V1_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Single thunder impact heard during a moderate rain shower.

STORM_THUNDERSTORM-Forest Rain Single Thunder Clap V2_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Single thunder impact heard during a strong rain shower.

STORM_THUNDERSTORM-Forest Rain Multiple Thunder Claps Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Several thunder impacts heard at times while its lightly raining in a forest.

WATRFall_RIVER-Waterfall Tributary Close Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A close by gurgling river gradient flows through a valley.

WATRFall_RIVER-Big Waterfall Close Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A nearby giant cascade rushes through rocky mountains

WATRFall_RIVER-Big Waterfall Distant Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A distant giant cascade rushes through rocky mountains in a nearby forest. Falling forest debris heard at times.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Creek Babble Close Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A flowing creek babbles close by, as birds sing occasionally from trees above.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Creek Babble Distant Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A flowing creek babbles as birds sing vibrantly from trees above.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Creek Babble Wind Distant Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A flowing creek babbles from the distance, as birds sing vibrantly from trees above while a slight wind blows.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Forest Stream Close Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A flowing stream heard close by.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Forest Stream Distant Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A flowing stream flows, while birds heard occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Forest Stream Birds Distant Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A flowing stream heard in distance during a light wind. Birds heart occasionally.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Stony Stream Tributary Close Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A tributary stream flows through stones close by.

WATRFlow_RIVER-Stony Stream Tributary Distant Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A tributary stream flows through stones in the distance. Insects and birds heard occasionally.

WATRLap_WAVE-Lake Forest Wind Close Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Waves lap from a lake close by during a windy afternoon. Birds heard at times.

WATRLap_WAVE-Lake Forest Wind Distant Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Waves lap from a distant lake while a wind is blowing. Birds sing calm from trees above.

WATRLap_WAVE-Lake Bog Wind Close Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Waves lap from a swampy lake in a forest during midday.
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WATRLap_WAVE-Lake Grasslands Wind Close Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Gentle waves sloshing over stones close by during a windy day.

WATRLap_WAVE-Lake Grasslands Wind Distant Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav Gentle waves sloshing over stones in the distance during a windy day.

WINDVege_FOREST-Coniferous Forest Birds Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A wind blows through a pine forest. Rustling bushes and Birds heard at times.

WINDVege_FOREST-Coniferous Forest Hill Deep Wind Night_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav On a hill above pines a wind blows through the trees at night.

WINDVege_FOREST-Mixed Forest Birds Strong Wind Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A wind blows through a northern mixed forest during daytime. Bird calls heard occasionally.

WINDVege_FOREST-Mixed Forest Clearing Night_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A wind blows through a northern mixed forest during night. 

WINDVege_FOREST-Mixed Forest Birds Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A wind blows through a northern mixed forest during morning hours. Bird songs heard throughout.

WINDVege_GRASSLANDS-Reed Rustle Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A wind blows through a field of reeds during noon. Bird calls heard occasionally.

WINDVege_FOREST-Deciduous Forest Night_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A wind blows through a deciduous forest at night. Rustling leaves heard throughout.

WINDVege_FOREST-Deciduous Forest Birds Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A wind blows through a deciduous forest at noon. Rustling leaves heard throughout and woodpecker calls occasionally.

WINDVege_FOREST-Deciduous Forest Birds Morning_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A wind blows through a deciduous forest during morning. Rustling poplar trees and bird calls heard throughout.

WINDVege_FOREST-Mixed Forest Hill Birds Evening_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A wind blows through a mixed forest during evening hours. Bird songs heard at times.

WINDVege_FOREST-Mixed Forest Strong Wind Midday_B00M_3DS12_2.0.wav A wind blows through a mixed forest during midday. Rustling leaves throughout.
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